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Abstract

We study the Lorentz and CPT violating effects on the ratio BRLorV io

BRSM
where BRLorV io

(BRSM) is the branching ratios coming from the Lorentz violating effects (the SM), for
the decays H0 → f+f− (f = quarks and charged leptons) and H0 → ZZ (W+W−). We
observe that these new effects are too small to be detected, especially for f+f− output,
since the corresponding coefficients are highly suppressed at the low energy scale.
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1 Introduction

The CP even Higgs boson (H0) is essential in the existence of the standard model (SM) of

electroweak interactions. Therefore, its possible detection in future collider experiments is

one of the main goals of physicists to test the SM and to get strong information about the

mechanism of the electroweak symmetry breaking, the Higgs mass and the top Higgs Yukawa

coupling.

The light Higgs boson, mH0 ≤ 130GeV , mainly decays into bb̄ pair [1]. However its detection

is difficult due to the QCD background and the tt̄H0 channel, where the Higgs boson decays

to bb̄, is one of the promising one [2]. For a heavier Higgs boson mH0 ∼ 180GeV , the suitable

production exists via gluon fusion and the leading decay mode is H0 → WW → l+l′−νlνl′ [3, 4].

In[4], it is stated that this decay mode gives three order times larger events compared to the

mode H0 → ZZ∗ → l+l−l′+l′−.

Besides the quark or lepton flavor conserving decays of H0, the flavor violating (FV) H0

decays have been studied in series of works in the literature. H0 → τµ decay is an example for

lepton FV (LFV) decays and it has been studied in [5, 6]. In [5], a large branching ratio (BR),

at the order of magnitude of 0.1− 0.01, has been estimated in the framework of the 2HDM. In

[6], its BR was obtained in the interval 0.001− 0.01 for the Higgs mass range 100− 160(GeV ),

for the LFV parameter λµτ = 1. The observable CP violating asymmetries in the leptonic

flavor changing H0 decays with BRs of the order of 10−6− 10−5 has been examined in [7]. The

LFV H0 → lilj decay has been studied also in [8].

The present work is devoted to the Lorentz and CPT violating effects on the BR and the

ratio BRLorV io

BRSM
, where BRLorV io (BRSM) is the BRs coming from the Lorentz violating effects

(the SM) for the decaysH0 → f+f− (f = quarks and charged leptons) andH0 → ZZ (W+W−).

The Lorentz and CPT symmetry violations exist in the extended theories like the string

theory [9], the non-commutative theories [10], which are more fundamental and exist at higher

scales. In such scales, there are signals that the Lorentz and CPT symmetries are broken [11].

However, the small violations of these symmetries can appear at the low energy level and in

the SM of particle physics, which is the low energy limit of more fundamental theories, such

tiny effects are switched on. In [12, 13], the general Lorentz and CPT violating extension of

the SM is obtained. The source of these new effects are the coefficients which can arise from

the expectation values in the string theories or some coefficients in the noncommutative field

theories [10], existing at the Planck scale [9, 10]. In addition to string theory and noncommu-

tative geometry, space-time-varying scalar couplings can also lead to Lorentz-violating effects
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described by the SM extensions [14].

The general Lorentz and CPT violating effects have been studied in Quantum Electro Dy-

namics (QED) extensions [15, 16], in Maxwell-Chern-Simons model [17], in the noncommutative

space time [18], in Wess-Zumino model [19] and the theoretical overview of Lorentz and CPT

violation has been done in [20]. In [21, 22, 23], some of these coefficients has been restricted

using the experiments and in [24] it was pointed that threshold analyzes of ultra- high-energy

cosmic rays could also be used for Lorentz and CPT-violation searches.

There are also some phenomenological works done on the the Lorentz and CPT violating

effects in the SM extension. In [25], the Lorentz and CPT violating effects on the BR and the

CP violating asymmetry ACP for the lepton flavor violating (LFV) interactions µ → eγ and

τ → µγ has been analyzed in the model III version of the two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) and

the relative behaviors of the new coefficients on these physical parameters have been studied.

In [26] these effects on the BR and on the possible CPT violating asymmetry (ACPT ) for the

Z → l+l− (l = e, µ, τ) decay have been examined.

In this work, we predict the ratios BRLorV io

BRSM
for H0 → f+f−(ZZ, W+W−) decays and we

get the small numbers of the order of 10−33 (10−16) at most, since the natural suppression scale

for Lorentz-CPT violating coefficients can be taken as the ratio of the light one, of the order

of the electroweak scale, to the one of the order of the Planck mass [22]. For the H0 → f+f−

decay this ratio is highly suppressed since the Lorentz violating effects enters into expressions

as the corresponding coefficient square. We also study the relative magnitudes the BRs of the

decays H0 → ZZ and H0 → W+W− in the case that only the Lorentz violating effects are

taken into account. We observe that the Lorentz violating effects are tiny and it is not possible

to detect in the present experiments.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the theoretical expression for the

decay width Γ, for the H0 → f+f− (f = quarks and charged leptons) and H0 → ZZ (W+W−)

decays, with the inclusion of the Lorentz and CPT violating effects. Section 3 is devoted to

discussion and our conclusions.

2 The Lorentz and CPT violating effects on H0 → f+f−

and H0 → ZZ (W+W−) decays.

In this section we present the Lorentz and CPT violating effects on the BR of the Higgs decays,

H0 → f+f− (f = quarks and charged leptons) and H0 → ZZ (W+W−) in the SM extension.

For these decays, the Lorentz and CPT violating effects enter into calculations at tree level
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similar to the main contribution coming from the SM. The tiny Lorentz-CPT violating effects

are regulated by the new coefficients which have small numerical values and their natural

suppression scale reaches to, at most, the ratio of the mass in the electroweak scale to the one

in the Planck scale .

The lagrangian which is responsible for the H0 → f+f− decay is the Yukawa lagrangian

and, in the SM, it reads

LY = ηUijQ̄iLφ̃UjR + ηDij Q̄iLφDjR + ηEij l̄iLφEjR + h.c. , (1)

where L and R denote chiral projections L(R) = 1/2(1∓ γ5) and φ is the Higgs scalar doublet.

Here ηU,D,E
ij , are the Yukawa matrices and U (D,E) denotes up quarks (down quarks, charged

leptons). The additional part due to the Lorentz violating effects can be represented by the

CPT-even lagrangian [12]

LLorV io
Y =

1

2

(

HU,µν
ij Q̄iLφ̃σµνUjR +HD,µν

ij Q̄iLφσµνDjR +HE,µν
ij l̄iLφσµνEjR

)

+ h.c. , (2)

where the coefficients Hµν are dimensionless and antisymmetric.

Using the well known expression defined in the H0 boson rest frame

dΓ =
(2π)4

2mH0

δ(4)(pH0 − q1 − q2)
d3q1

(2π)3 2E1

d3q2
(2π)3 2E2

× |M |2(pH0 , q1, q2) (3)

where pH0 (q1, q2) is the four momentum vector of H0 boson (fermion, anti-fermion), and M is

the matrix element of the process H0 → f+ f−, we get

Γff
SM =

GF

4
√
2π

m3
H0 xf (1− 4 xf)

3
2

Γff
LorV io = −3mH0

8 π
xf (1− 4 xf)

1
2

(

|H|2 + |H†|2
)

. (4)

Here the parameter xf is xf =
m2

f

m2
H0

and |H(†)|2 = H(†)
µν H

(†)µν . Notice that the Lorentz violating

effects enter into expressions quadratic in coefficient |H| and therefore it is highly suppressed

in the calculation of the decay width Γ.

Now we will present the decay widths of the decays H0 → ZZ and H0 → W+W− including

the possible Lorentz-CPT violating effects in the SM extension.

The SM lagrangian which drives the H0 → ZZ (W+W−) decay is the so called kinetic term,

LK = (Dµφ)
†Dµφ , (5)
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where Dµ is the covariant derivative, Dµ = ∂µ +
ig
2
τ.Wµ +

ig′

2
Y Bµ, τ is the Pauli spin matrix,

Y is the weak hypercharge, Bµ (Wµ) is the U(1)Y (SU(2)L triplet) gauge field. The lagrangian

responsible for the Lorentz violating effects to these decays can divided into CPT-odd and

CPT-even parts [12]:

LCPT−even
K =

1

2
kµν
φφ (Dµφ)

†Dνφ+ h.c− 1

2
kµν
φB φ† φBµν −

1

2
kµν
φW φ†Wµν φ ,

LCPT−odd
K = i kµ

φ φ
†Dµφ+ h.c . (6)

Here the coefficient kφφ (kφB, kφW ) is dimensionless (have dimension of mass and real antisym-

metric) and the CPT-odd coefficient kφ has dimensions of mass. Bµν and Wµν are the field

tensors which are defined in terms of the gauge fields Bµ and Wµ,

Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ ,

Wµν = ∂µWν − ∂νWµ + ig[Wµ,Wν ] . (7)

Finally the decay widths for the decays H0 → ZZ and H0 → W+W− read

ΓZZ
SM =

GF

16
√
2π

m3
H0 (1− 4 xZ + 12 x2

Z) (1− 4 xZ)
1
2

ΓWW
SM =

GF

8
√
2π

m3
H0 (1− 4 xW + 12 x2

W ) (1− 4 xW )
1
2

ΓZZ
LorV io =

GF

8
√
2π

m3
H0 (1− xZ + 6 x2

Z) (1− 4 xZ)
1
2 |kSym

φφ |

ΓWW
LorV io =

GF

4
√
2π

m3
H0 (1− xW + 6 x2

W ) (1− 4 xW )
1
2 |kSym

φφ | , (8)

where xZ(W ) =
m2

Z(W )

m2
H0

. Here we use the parametrization

kµν
φφ = δµν |kSym

φφ |+ kASymµν
φφ . (9)

Notice that we take only the additional part of the decay width which is linear in the Lorentz

violating coefficients. Eq. (8) shows that ΓZZ
LorV io and ΓWW

LorV io depends on the CPT even kSym
φφ

coefficient.

3 Discussion

Even if the SM is invariant under Lorentz and CPT transformations, the small violations of

Lorentz and CPT symmetry, possibly coming from an underlying theory at the Planck scale,

can arise in the extensions of the SM. In this section, we study the Lorentz and CPT violating
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effects on the ratios BRLorV io

BRSM
where BRLorV io (BRSM) is the BR’s coming from the Lorentz

violating effects (the SM) for the decays H0 → f+f− (f = quarks and charged leptons) and

H0 → ZZ (W+W−). As a final work, we analyze the ratio R = BRZZ

BRWW
, where BRZZ (BRWW )

is the BR for the decay H0 → ZZ (WW ), to observe the relative magnitudes of BRs in the

SM and in the SM extension including only the Lorentz violating effects.

Since the natural suppression scale for these coefficients can be taken as the ratio of the

light one mf,W,Z to the one of the order of the Planck mass, the coefficients which carry the

Lorentz and CPT violating effects are in the the range of 10−23 − 10−17 [22]. Here the first

(second) number represent the electron mass me (mEW ∼ 250GeV ) scale.

First we analyze the ratio R = BRLorV io

BRSM
for H0 → f+f− (f = quarks and charged leptons)

decays. Since the Lorentz violating effects enters into expressions quadratic in coefficient |H|
(see eq. (4)), the ratio R is at most at the order of the magnitude of 10−33 for the range of the

coefficient |H|, 10−20 ≤ |H| ≤ 10−17 and for the fixed value of the Higgs mass mH0 = 100GeV .

This is an extremely small number and there is no phenomenological interest.

Now, we start to study the same ratio for the decays H0 → ZZ and H0 → W+W−.

In Fig. 1, we present the magnitude of the coefficient |kSym
φφ | dependence of the ratio

R = BRLorV io

BRSM
for the fixed value of the Higgs mass mH0 = 200GeV , for the decay H0 →

ZZ (WW ). Here solid (dashed) line represents the dependence of R to the coefficient |kSym
φφ |

for the ZZ (WW ) output. Here it is observed that this ratio is at most at the order of the

magnitude of 10−16 for the larger values of the coefficient |kSym
φφ | ∼ 10−17. This figure shows

that the ratio R for the ZZ output is slightly larger compared to the one for the WW output.

The Lorentz violating effects strongly depends on the magnitude of the parameter |kSym
φφ | and

in the expected region 10−20 ≤ |kSym
φφ | ≤ 10−17, they are too small to detect in the experiments.

Fig. 2, represents the Higgs mass mH0 dependence of the ratio R = BRLorV io

BRSM
for the fixed

value of the Lorentz violating parameter |kSym
φφ | = 10−20, for the decay H0 → ZZ (WW ). Here

solid (dashed) line represents the dependence of R to mH0 for the ZZ (WW ) output. This

ratio decreases with the increasing values of mH0 and the ratio R for the ZZ output is slightly

larger compared to the one for the WW output, for different mH0 .

Fig. 3 is devoted to the Higgs mass mH0 dependence of the ratio R = BRZZ

BRWW
for the

fixed value of the parameter |kSym
φφ | = 10−20. Here BRZZ (BRWW ) is the BR for the decay

H0 → ZZ (WW ) and the solid (dashed) line represents the mH0 dependence of R for the SM

(the Lorentz Violating part). It is observed that the ratio R has the value R ∼ 0.4 for the SM

case. This ratio larger in the case that only the Lorentz violating part is taken into account
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and it reaches the numerical value R ∼ 0.6.

As a summary, we analyze the ratio R = BRLorV io

BRSM
for H0 → f+f−(ZZ, W+W−) decays.

This ratio is 10−33 for f+f− output and it is comparably larger for W+W−and ZZ output,

namely at the order of the magnitude of 10−16, in the expected range of the Lorentz violating

coefficient under consideration. The ratio R decreases with the increasing values of mH0 and

it is slightly larger for the ZZ output compared to the WW one. Furthermore, we calculated

the ratio R = BRZZ

BRWW
for the fixed value of the Lorentz violating parameter |kSym

φφ | = 10−20 and

observe that it is of the order of 0.6 (0.4) for the Lorentz violating (the SM) part.

This analysis shows that it is not possible to detect the Lorentz violating effects for the

Higgs decays under consideration in the present experiments.
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Figure 1: The magnitude of the coefficient |kSym
φφ | dependence of the ratio R = BRLorV io

BRSM
for

the fixed value of the Higgs mass mH0 = 200GeV , for the decay H0 → ZZ (WW ). Here
solid (dashed) line represents the dependence of R to the coefficient |kSym

φφ | for the ZZ (WW )
output..
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Figure 2: The Higgs mass mH0 dependence of the ratio R = BRLorV io

BRSM
for the fixed value of the

coefficient |kSym
φφ | = 10−20, for the decay H0 → ZZ (WW ). Here solid (dashed) line represents

the dependence of R to mH0 for the ZZ (WW ) output.
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Figure 3: The Higgs mass mH0 dependence of the ratio R = BRZZ

BRWW
for the fixed value of the

coefficient |kSym
φφ | = 10−20. Here the solid (dashed) line represents the mH0 dependence of R for

the SM (the Lorentz Violating part).
.
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